
COSPLAY SHOWCASE
by Nobutsugu Sugiyama

for iPad/iPhone/iPod touch



Distributing the cosplay culture of Japan to the world!!!
“Cosplay showcase” is an interactive photo book application 
which enables the audience to view real-life  cosplay artists 
in a showcase that fully rotates horizontally.

Nobutsugu Sugiyama, a photographer active  in the fashion and advertising field, 
has taken the photographs of each model from eight directions.    By using CG 
technology, the audience can enjoy the images of the cosplayers from various 
directions.    The models appearing in this application are real cosplayers playing 
active roles in many cosplay events.    The cosplayers acting out each character 
with their handmade costumes and gadgets, are of great value.



Main features:

● 1,776 photos of 222 characters included. 
● Able to view the photos from 8 directions by flicking the screen.
● Able to use the zoom-in, zoom out function by pinching the screen.
(The images are set in High-resolution, which is optimized perfectly for iPad and iPhones.)
● Able to arrange the order of the photos by their character names and titles of Comic/ Games.
● Able to save photos as “favorites”, or delete them.
● Able to arrange, display, save favorite cosplayers and make original sets of combinations 
(In “Gathering” mode).
● Language can be set in both English and Japanese.
● Universal application for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. 

※ This application may take a while to download.



Cosplay photos often have a sexual bias.     Photographer Nobutsugu Sugiyama has 
endeavoured to remove this bias and  elevated Cosplay to a form of artistic and 
creative expression by the use of high-end photo-editing techniques.   
Conventional methods of shooting a model usually demand expressing their individual 
natures.   However, Sugiyama has removed this individual interiority and focused on 
just the outline of the character.   Resembling an anime-figurine, cosplayers are 
perfectly placed in a virtual showcase in this application.

Spec

App for iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch
Title/ “COSPLAY SHOWCASE”

Genre/ Interractive Cosplay Photobook
Release schdule/ Aug, 2011

Sales Price/ 3.99USD (tentative)

“Cosplay showcase” is designed, produced and sold by Photographer Nobutsugu Sugiyama.



Working as a freelance photographer since college.
He moved his location to Sydney Australia for 5 years from 1986. 
His works have mainly been based on people, fashion: advertisement, 
magazine, photo book, exhibition:  commentator on tv/ magazines as 
well as lecturer in Japan.
A member of Japan Advertising Photographers' Association.

Nobutsugu Sugiyama   Photographer

Homepage :  nsp-jp.com
Twitter :  twitter.com/cosplayshowcase
Facebook :  facebook.com/nobutsugu.sugiyama
Email : showcase@nsp-jp.com
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